The Advanced Wash Insert (AWI)

INCREASE THE GENTLENESS OF YOUR PS3 SYSTEM FOR DELICATE WARES

The Advanced Wash Insert (AWI) is available as an accessory with all PS3 wash jet systems.

The AWI minimizes impact of washed wares and noise while creating a gentle, effective, fast and consistent wash action in a PS3 wash system. The system is manufactured of ultra-high molecular plastic (UHMW) and stainless steel for optimal performance. Flow guides, which manage the motion of the water, are also made of UHMW plastic and fit easily into each rib section to create an optimally curved inner tank lining.

- **Gentler and Quieter:** The use of an AWI provides for a gentler and quieter washing environment.
- **Simple Installation:** Installs in minutes, usually without the need of tools.
- **Greater Flexibility:** A flexible tank divider can be used to create a utensil area or two larger partitioned sections for dedicated usage.
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